**Programme Honours Class Attacking Complexity**

**Monday 16th September 2013, 16.00-19.00, Stichthage building, The Hague**

*Week 1: Introduction and selection of the challenge*

Kick-off presentation on history of change by Dr. Richard Griffiths, Emeritus Professor of Social and Economic History at Leiden University (http://bit.ly/17z7dd5). After the introduction, challenges are identified and teams are formed. Requires book chapter 1, MOOC class 1: “Why everyone Wants innovation but no one wants to change”

**Monday 23rd September 2013, 16.00-19.00 uur, Schouwburgstraat 2, Living Lab The Hague**

*Week 2: Thinklab session on individual and group constraints*

Thinklab by Dr. Paul Kadetz, Convenor and Assistant Professor of Global Public Health, Leiden University College The Hague. Requires book chapter 2, 3 MOOC class 2, 3: “Why most of us are more creative than we think”, “Why a brainstorm can be worse than no meeting at all”

**Monday 30th September 2013, 16.00-19.00 uur, Schouwburgstraat 2, Living Lab The Hague**

*Week 3: Actionlab session on developing a prototype*

This session, you will analyse your role in the team, make a context map and deliver a PESTEL analysis. The Bulls-eye method provides a structured search for less-obvious but potentially interesting examples. Your team will work on a first prototype.

**Monday 7th October 2013, 16.00-19.00 uur, Schouwburgstraat 2, Living Lab The Hague**

*Week 4: Thinklab session on organisational and industry constraints*

Thinklab by Dr. Thieu Besselink, Education pioneer, founder and designer of The Learning Lab. Requires book chapter 4, 5 MOOC class 4, 5: “Why you’ll never be a prophet in your hometown”, “If it’s such a great idea, why isn’t our competitor doing it?”

**Monday 14th October 2013, 16.00-19.00 uur, Schouwburgstraat 2, Living Lab The Hague**

*Week 5: Actionlab, sharing and evaluating your prototype*

All teams will prepare and deliver a presentation on the context map, PESTEL analysis and Bulls-eye method, leading towards the prototype. Your group will collect the feedback and reflect on the proposal.

**Monday 21st October 2013, 16.00-19.00 uur, Schouwburgstraat 2, Living Lab The Hague**

*Week 6: Thinklab session on societal and technological constraints*

Thinklab by Dr. Roland Ortt, Associate Professor Management of Technology at Delft University of Technology. Requires book chapter 6, 7 MOOC class 6, 7: “Why my innovation means you have to change.”, “How to take a really hard problem and make it completely impossible.”

**Monday 28th October 2013, 16.00-19.00 uur, Schouwburgstraat 2, Living Lab The Hague**

*Week 7: Actionlab validating your assumptions*

This session will focus on the assumptions your team has made over the course of the project. You will do your best to test them and give your proposal a reality check.

**Monday 4th November 2013, 16.00-19.00 uur, Schouwburgstraat 2, Living Lab The Hague**

*Week 8: Thinklab session on the future of change*

Thinklab by Dr. Bas Haring, Professor of public understanding of science at Leiden Institute of Advanced Computer Science. Requires book chapter 8, MOOC class 8: “When failure is not an option: leading an innovation strategy.”
Monday 11th November 2013, 16.00-19.00 uur, Stichthage building, The Hague

Week 9: Actionlab final presentation of validation and proposal
All teams will prepare and deliver the final presentation, including the validation and presenting the proposal dealing with complex circumstances.